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Abstract

Many undergraduate students find it difficult to achieve
an adequate level of English proficiency. One factor that
may contribute to this lack of proficiency is because there
are insufficient interactions to develop the students' lan-
guage abilities. Another factor is that the classroom envi-
ronment does not support the interaction process between
teacher and students, since students rarely have an initia-
tive to interact with their teachers. Even if the students
have an initiative to interact with their teachers, there is
still limited time and the class size is usually big, so that it
makes it difficult for the teacher to have intensive interac-
tions with the students. This qualitative study attempts to
find the benefits of using picture comparisons and picture
drawings as communicative tasks in the negotiation of
meaning for non-native speaker (NNS)-NNS interactions.
Two indigenous female Indonesian speakers studying at
Satya Wacana Christian University participated in this
study. The results of this study show that the negotiation
of meaning using communicative tasks can motivate the
students to be actively involved in interactions. However,
negotiation of meaning does not directly lead to language
development, since some of the responses are only
acknowledgements and repetition.

Keywords:  interactions, communicative tasks, negotia-
tion of meaning
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the development of English language in the world,
the demand for communicative competence in English is gradu-
ally increasing in Indonesia. However, the fact that many under-
graduate students fail to achieve an adequate level of English pro-
ficiency may be caused by a lack of interpersonal interactions in
English as the target language and the limited use of English as a
tool to communicate, which is the basis of language development.
Therefore, second language teachers need to take into account
the importance of forming an interactive learning environment
where learners interact with each other in the target language and
negotiate meaning through interactions.

However, this kind of interactive learning environment
rarely appears in a second language classroom setting. Many sec-
ond language teachers still dominate the classroom and believe
that interactions between teachers and students are more efficient
rather than students and students (Gass (1985), as cited in Bissell
(2008)). Yet, some research done by Long, Adams, Mc. Lean, and
Castanos (1976), as cited in Richard (1986) shows that learner
discussions in pairs promotes a greater quantity of speech and a
greater variety of speech acts and social uses of language than
does teacher-led discussions. According to Varonis and Gass
(1985), as cited in Bissell (2008), non-native speaker and non-
native speaker (NNS-NNS) interactions provide more modified,
comprehensible input than native speaker and non native speaker
(NS-NNS) interactions.  In line with those statements, Varonis
and Gass (1985), as cited in Bissell (2008) suggest the impor-
tance of NNS-NNS interactions to allow greater opportunities for
the negotiation of meaning than either NS-NNS or NS-NS inter-
actions.

In addition, Bissell mentions that the theoretical perspec-
tive also supports the best way that language is best learned and
taught through interaction is by providing communicative tasks.
These communicative tasks will not only trigger the production
of the target language but also provide opportunities to negotiate
meaning through their modified conversations with their peers.
Yule (1998), as cited in Astika (2007), argues that tasks involve
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both meaning negotiation and the speaker's ability to understand
the listener's problems and difficulties encountered during task
interactions.

In the Indonesian classroom setting, most of the initiative
interactions in teaching and learning activities mostly come from
the teachers; students rarely have an initiative to interact with
their teachers, although the teachers give them the opportunity to
participate in classroom activities. Even if learners have an initia-
tive to interact with their teacher, they still have to deal with time
limitations as well as the class size, which makes it difficult for
teachers to interact with their students one by one. This fact is
therefore in contrast to the need of language learners to have a
chance and a lot of time to practice their language through inter-
actions to gain proficiency in the target language. Ellis (1988)
mentions that language development is the result of interactions
between the learners existing state of knowledge (linguistic and
conceptual) and the linguistic environment to which they are ex-
posed. Interactions can also be achieved through conversations,
which are considered as the most possible natural exposure.
Through a conversation learners typically obtains information and
negotiates the exchange of meaning about the target language.

Comprehension input in task types also has an influence in
the negotiation of meaning, as stated by Varonis and Gass (1985),
and cited in Bissell (2008). Skehan (1998), as cited in Astika
(2007), mentions that interactions to complete a task can help
activate the acquisition process, especially when learners repair a
communication breakdown, negotiate meaning, or give feedback
generated by task demands. To support building an interaction, a
communicative task can be a comprehensible input in the nego-
tiation of meaning.

RESEARCH METODOLOGY

Participants

The participants were two female adults, native speakers
of Bahasa Indonesia, who were in their intermediate level of study
and had two years of university study. It is argued that adults are
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more involved in keeping the conversation going, because the in-
put that they receive is more charged (Gass, 2001). In this study
two adult female students were selected considering that the pre-
vious research by Gass (1986) explained that gender differences
would cause different degrees of participant participation in con-
versation, dominated by one side. Therefore, by choosing the same
gender in pairs the participants would have equal opportunity to
interact in order to complete the task.

Instruments of the study

The instruments used to obtain the data were two kinds of
communicative tasks. The first required one of the participants to
describe a picture and the other participant had to draw the pic-
ture based on the first participant's instructions. This is also called
a one way task or picture drawing activity. The second task was
pictures that had some differences in some parts of the pictures.
Here, both of the participants were asked to compare the pictures.
This is also called a two way task or picture comparison activity.
The pictures, with cartoon like characters were the same as those
used in Gass and Varonis, as cited in Gass (1986). Each of the
tasks was recorded for about ten minutes, which was the same as
previous research done by Gass (1986).

Data Collection

A set of pictures (picture comparison) was distributed to
the participants, so they could find the similarities and differences
of the pictures through a conversation. The next day, another set
of pictures (picture drawing) was given to one of the participants
and a blank piece of paper for the other participant. In this part
the participant needed to draw a picture based on the other
participant's instructions.

The data was recorded and then transcribed and coded for
T-I-R-RR (Trigger-Indicator-Response-Reaction to Response) us-
ing the Varoniss and Gass model of negotiation of meaning.
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Data Analysis

After all the data had been collected, the results were ana-
lyzed using the Varonis and Gass analysis of negotiation of mean-
ing model by:
a. identifying the trigger (T), indicator (I), response (R), and re-

action to response (RR) for each of the communicative tasks.
b. specifying the type of indicator.
c. counting the quantity for each of the communicative tasks given in

order to compare the quantity of both of the communicative tasks.
d. analyzing and interpreting the effects of the negotiation pro-

cess through communicative tasks done by the participants.
e. concluding the results of the analysis.

RESULTS

In terms of quantity, the tasks revealed different numbers
of negotiation of meaning. Using Varonis and Gass, as cited in the
Gass (1986) model, this research showed that out of 100 exchanges
in picture comparisons, there were 15 indicators leading to nego-
tiation. In contrast, with fewer exchanges, picture drawings cre-
ated more negotiations. It displayed 24 indicators from 80 ex-
changes. This was supported by a previous study by Gass and
Varonis, as cited in Gass (1986), that there are more negotiations
of meaning in one way picture drawing tasks than in two way
tasks. However, this was different from Long, as cited in Gass
(1986), who claims that two way tasks generate a greater amount
of modified interactions rather than one way tasks, in which the
students held all of the information needed to complete the task.

In line with this statement, the results of the study showed
that picture comparisons had fewer indicator problems since both
of the participants had shared background to see from the picture.
On the other hand, the picture drawings demanded the participant
to be active in seeking information where the drawer initiated
more negotiation. Gass (1986) assumed that it happens since the
drawer has ultimate responsibility for producing the end result of
the task, which leads to the need to indicate non-understanding
when it occurs.
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However, both communicative tasks had the same respect
of the complexity of their non-understanding routines. Picture
drawings and picture comparisons consist of "multiple layers" of
trigger-resolution sequences (see extract C1) as suggested by Gass
and Varonis, as cited in Luciana (2005).

In terms of direct and indirect indicators, both tasks had a
greater proportion of indirect indicators than direct indications of
non-understanding. In contrast to those statements, Gass (1986)
noted that there was a greater proportion of direct compared to
indirect indications of non-understanding.

Moreover, the results of picture comparison and picture
drawing tasks showed that when the interlocutors indicated their
non-understanding directly, using a clarification request, correc-
tion, or an explicit indication of non-understanding, it is more
likely that language development occurs. On the other hand, the
use of indirect indicators, such as echoing words from the previ-
ous utterance does not seem to lead to language development.

In picture comparisons, extracts A1-A6 display how nego-
tiation of meaning leads to language development, whereas ex-
tracts B1-B5 show the ones that do not. In the analysis of picture
drawings, extracts C1-C3 show how negotiation of meaning leads
to language development. In contrast, extracts D1-D5 show the
ones that do not.

B.1 Picture comparisons

Extract A1: lines 36-42

36.PA : And the woman? (T)
37.PS : The woman? (I: echoing with rising intona

tion/ confirmation check)
38.PA : The woman next to (R: expansion)

the man, on the
telephone.

39.PS : In my picture that is (RR/T: explanation)
a grandmother sewing.
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PA’s utterance in line 36 brought about non-understanding indi-
cated by echoing with rising intonation. In capturing PS’s non-
understanding, PA expanded her information by mentioning the
position of the woman. Since PA’s greater details helped PS un-
derstand which woman, PA substituted the word woman and put
it into the more comprehensible type of woman that was “grand-
mother”. PA proceeded to the next word “sewing”. PA’s echoing
with rising intonation served as an indicator of a communication
problem. Hence, PS gave her partner information about the mean-
ing (line 41) and it resulted in PA’s understanding (line 42). In
this part, PS helped PA to comprehend the meaning of “sewing”.

Extract A2: lines 45-48

45. PS : Next, there is a woman (T)
  pushing the coach.

46. PA : Coach? What is coach? (I: explicit question)
47. PS : Kereta bayi. (R: explanation)
48. PA : Oh..o'k! Yes…yes. (RR: showing understanding)

40.PA : Sewing? (I: echoing with rising intonation/
confirmation check)

41.PS : Sewing, merajut (R: repetition & explanation)
42.PA : Oh…ok. (RR: showing understanding)

In extract A2, PS’s conversation had an unfamiliar word in the
part of the listener (PA). The word “coach” served as a trigger. PA
indicated her non-understanding by asking the meaning explic-
itly, “What is coach?” PS responded to PA’s explicit question by
giving an explanation or translating the word “coach” into Indo-
nesian language. As a result, PA showed her understand Extract
A6: lines 95-100
ing by saying “Oh, o.k.! Yes… yes.” PA’s reaction that showed
understanding served as a clue of her language development.
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Extract A3: lines 53-60

53. PS :There is a woman who (T)
has exercising behind
a woman.

54. PA :Exercising? (I: confirmation check)
55. PS :The coach, baby coach. (R: expansion & explanation)

She is running while
hearing, oh listening to
her walkman.

56. PA :No, I do not have the (RR/T)
picture.

57. PS :Ha?! (I: explicit question)
58. PA :I have is a man running. (R/T: explanation)
59. PS :A man? A man running… (RR/I: echoing with a rising

intonation/confirmation
check)

60. PA :In front of the woman (R: explanation)
with the coach or
whateverlah…

In the conversation, the word "exercising" served as a trig-
ger that caused a communication problem in the part of the lis-
tener (line 54). As a result, PS expanded her information about
the woman who had exercised by mentioning the details of the
woman activity in the picture. PA seemed to get the information
given, so that she could respond by saying "No, I do not have the
picture." PS was not completely sure about her partner's previous
utterance that was indicated by questioning explicitly (line 57),
so PA gave an explanation to PS in line 58. As it was the second
time a communication problem existed (line 59), unfortunately
PA didn't try to expand her information and stopped to end the
negotiation process (line 60).

In this case, the way PS expanded the information (line 55)
could serve as a clue of her language development, while the way
PA didn't finish the explanation (line 60) to end the negotiation
didn't seem to lead to language development.
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Extract A4: lines 61-65

61. PS: How about the man laying (T)
in the grass?

62. PA: A man? (I: echoing with a rising
In my picture he is intonation/confirmation

check)
a woman. (R/T)

63. PS: What? (RR/I: explicit question)
64. PA: A woman with long hair, (R: expansion)

with skirt laying on the
grass.

65. PS : Oo…woman with a skirt. (RR: repetition)
I see a man playing his
guitar.

In the extract above, PS talked about the man who had a picnic,
which served as a trigger. PA seemed to disagree with her partner’s
information; as she indicated it by echoing with a rising intona-
tion. PA gave a response by saying “in my picture he is a woman.”
This pushed PS to explicitly indicate her non-understanding by
saying “what?” PA responded by expanding the details of the
woman by saying “long hair, skirt”, which were characteristics of
a woman. As a result, PS understood by repeating PA’s expanded
information (line 65).

Extract A5: lines 70-74

70. PA: In my picture the women, the (T)
one woman is eating ice cream
and one is drinking a coffee or tea.

71. PS: The woman on the? (I: clarification
request)

72. PA: Right, up right! (R/T: explanation)

73. PS: Top right? (RR/I: correction)

74. PA: Ya, top right. (R: repetition)
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In this conversation displayed in extract A5, PA gave incomplete
information about the woman in her picture to PS (line 70) that
caused PS to ask for more information (line 71). PA understood
PS’s request by giving an explanation to PS about the woman in
the picture. Unfortunately, PA used an inappropriate word, “Up
right” to her partner. Realizing the inappropriate word, PS gave a
correction to the word “Up right” to “Top right”. PA grasped her
mistake by repeating the correct word (line 74) that PS mentioned.
It meant PA was likely to learn to develop her language.

Extract A6: lines 95-100
95. PS : Aaa…look at the four people! (T)
96. PA : Four people? (I: confirmation check)
97. PS : Who has a picnic, in your (R/T: expansion)

  picture the man is [leaning
 againts] on the tree? 

98. PA : The man? Which man? (RR/I: clarification
 request)

99. PS : A man with…wearing a stripe (R: expansion)
  shirt.

100.PA: Oh…yeah. (RR: showing under
standing)

 Henceforth, words in square parentheses are my translation.

Here, PS’s conversation in line 95 brought about non-understand-
ing that was indicated by PA’ check for confirmation in her utter-
ance. Capturing PA’s confusion, PS gave a further explanation
about “the four people” (line 97). However, her explanation also
caused another non-understanding because there were two men
in the picture. As a result, PS’s response served as a trigger. This
pushed PA to respond by mentioning the details of the man. In
this case, the negotiation of meaning involved embedded non-
understanding routines (lines 97-98) that in some degree gave
pressure to the speaker to explain.
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1.PS : On the left, there is, there are
four people having a picnic.

   The man aaa…Three people are
drinking. (T)

2. PA : Are drinking? In my picture three
people holding a glass. (I: Echoing with ris-

ing intonation/con-
firmation check)

3. PS : Ya. Ya holding a glass. (R: Acknowled-
gement &repeti-
tion)

Extract B1: lines 1-3

Extract B2: lines 14-16

14. PA : No…no the dog is chasing (T)
the cat.

15. PS : Chasing the cat? (I: confirmation check)
16. PA : Ya. (R: acknowledgement)

Extract B3: lines 21-23

21. PS : The cat is swimming and
the dog is chasing…chasing it.
What about the grandmother,
on the bench? (T)

22. PA : On the? (I: confirmation check)
23. PS : On the bench. (R: knowledgement&

repetition)

Extract B1 showed that PA’s incomplete comprehension did not
lead to PS’s modifying her response. As seen above, she just ac-
knowledged and repeated PA’s indicator. Similarly, in extract B2,
PA just responded “ya” to PS’s indicator. Extract B3 also illus-
trates the same idea as in Extracts B1 and B2; PS only acknowl-
edged and repeated her previous utterance in response to PA’s
indicator of non-understanding.
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Extract B4: lines 7-9

7. PS : No! The boy is playing….
”perahu layar”, hehehe… (T)

8. PA : Playing a boat? (I: confirmation check)
9. PS : Yes, playing a boat (R: repetition)

In extract B4, PS wanted to inform PA about what the boy was
doing in the picture. Unfortunately, PS forgot the noun "perahu
layar" in English. In line 8, PA tried to confirm the word "perahu
layar" in the target language, "boat". As a result, PS remembered
the word "perahu layar" in the English target language, and PS
repeated PA's previous utterance (line 9).

Extract B5: 74-77

74. PA: One of them is eating ice (T)
cream.

75. PS: And the other? (I: clarification request)
76. PA: Is drinking. (R: explanation)
77. PS: Is drinking, O'k! (RR: acknowledgement &

Do you see two children, repetition)
I think two girls playing
ball, the ball.

In line 74, “one of them is eating ice cream” served as a trigger.
PS’s question (line 75) was a request for clarification about what
the other women were doing. However, PA just gave a short ex-
planation as her response caused PS to repeat PA’s previous utter-
ance and proceed to the other one (See transcript, after line 77).

B.2 Picture drawing
Extract C1: lines 7-18

7. PS : And then a boy is sitting
on it, in it. (T)

8. PA : Heh?! (I: explicit question)
9. PS : Sitting in! Sitting in it! (R: acknowledgement &

repetition)
And he is drawing. (T)
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In this conversation, the way PS described the boy’s location
caused confusion on the part of the listener; that was because PS
mentioned two different prepositions “on” and “in”. As an indica-
tor of her confusion, PA asked PS explicitly (line 8). Capturing
PA’s confusion, PS acknowledged and repeated the preposition
“in” twice (line 9) and gave information about the boy’s activity
while sitting. In line 10, PA wanted to confirm what her partner
meant by “drawing”. Once again, PS repeated the word drawing
in a complete sentence, “he is drawing” and expanded her infor-
mation of the word drawing. PA understood this and moved to the
clarification requests of the shape of the drawing (line 12). PS
responded by giving an explanation. Therefore, PA signaled her
incomplete comprehension by requesting clarification. PA reacted
by expanding her explanation and mentioned the two items and
the location.

10. PA : Drawing? (I: echoing with rising
intonation/confirmation
check)

11. PS : Ya, he is drawing,
  drawing (R/T: repetition & expan
  something so, he stare sion)
  at his drawing.

12. PA : The drawing, What is the (RR/I: clarification
  shape of the drawing? request)

13. PS : She only hold a paper, (R: explanation)
  a pencil…
  A paper on, at…..on his (T)
  left hand

14. PA : A pencil? A pen? (I: clarification request)
15. PS : A paper! Paper on his (R: expansion)

  left hand and a pencil
  on his right hand.
   He wears a shoes, eh... (T)
  shoes,  he wears shoes.

17. PA : What kind of shoes?? (I: clarification request)
18. PS : Kets (R: acknowledgement)
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The trigger in line 15 displayed segmentation with addi-
tional structural change in grammatical morphology for s-plural
(Pica, 1994). PS corrected her previous utterance “a shoes” to
“shoes”. In line 17, PA requested the type of shoes and PS ac-
knowledged (line 18).

Extract C2: lines 54-62

54. PS : Confusing? (T)
O’k then draw a girl in front
of the boy.

55. PA : And the girl is facing what? (I: clarification request)
56. PS : The girl is facing right. (R: explanation)

Right…right.
57. PA : Facing right? (I: confirmation check)
58. PS : Ya… menghadap ke sini (R/T: expansion)

(displaying)
59. PA : The description of the girl? (I: clarification request)
60. PS : She…her eyes facing the

roof. (R/T: explanation)
61. PA : Roof? (I: echoing with a rising

intonation/confirma
tion check)

62. PS : Up,up,up, Above! (R: expansion)

In this extract, PS’s instruction (line 54) caused incomplete infor-
mation on the part of the listener (line 55). As a result, PA re-
quested clarification of the word “girl”. PS understood PA’s re-
quest and responded to her by giving an explanation of the girl. It
seemed that PA was still confused (line 57) with PS’s explana-
tion. Here PA wanted to confirm what PS meant by saying “fac-
ing right”. It seemed that PS’s utterance still caused a problem in
PA’s understanding. As a result, PS expanded her explanation by
displaying it through an action (line 58). This time, PS’s response
about “facing right” completely helped PA, since she requested
clarification about “the description of the girl”. PS realized this
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and provided PA with an explanation about the girl’s description
(line 60). In fact, PS’s explanation caused non-understanding by
PA that was indicated by echoing with a rising intonation (line
61). Once again, PS responded by expanding her explanation of
the word “roof” (line 62). In this case, PS’s language expansion
could serve as a clue of her language development.

Extract C3: lines 68-71

68. PS : She has two pony tail. (T)
69. PA : Two? Two pony tail hair? (I: confirmation check)
70. PS : Ya, like a village girl. (R: giving example)
71. PA : Ooo…ok! (RR: showing under

standing)

PS’s explanation “two pony tail” caused non-understanding by
PA that made PA ask PS for confirmation. PS reacted by giving an
example of a two pony tail hair (line 70). From this exchange, it is
apparent that through the negotiation of meaning of two pony tail
hair, PS grasped the idea that referred to the model of the pony
tail hair. PS’s example had a very strong relationship with her
background knowledge that a village girl always had two pony
tails. In addition, PA got better comprehension about the “pony
tail hair”.

Extract D1: lines 1-3
1. PS : Draw a sofa with….. (T)

  two arms!

2. PA : Two Arms? (I: rising intonation/confir
mation check)

3. PS : Hmmm… (R: acknowledgement)

In this conversation, PS’s instruction caused confusion on the part
of PA that was indicated by PA’s rising intonation and confirma-
tion check. Unfortunately, PS acknowledged PA’s confusion only
by acknowledging “Hmm” as the response to PA. It did not seem
to lead to PS’s language development.
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Extract D2: lines 20-26

20. PS : And then, aaaa…he has (T)
a pony.

21. PA : Pony? (I: confirmation check)
22. PS : He has a pony. (R/T: repetition)
23. PA : The model of the pony? (RR/I: clarification request)
24. PS : Miring, hahaha… (R/T: explanation)
25. PA : Miring in which way? (RR/I: clarification request)
26. PS : Kanan, right…right. (R: explanation)

In Extract D2, the word “pony” caused PA’s non-understanding,
since PA checked for confirmation. Unfortunately, PS just repeated
her previous utterance as a response (line 22). PA demanded PS
to give a further explanation (line 23) as a response; PS described
the model of the pony in her native language. Furthermore, in line
25 PA kept mentioning the original words of her partner’s utter-
ance, “miring” and didn’t pronounce it in more of a target-like
way. Once again, as PS understood her partner’s request for clari-
fication as a result of her incomplete comprehension, PS just gave
a short explanation (line 26).

Extract D3: lines 36-40

36. PS : On the other side, on the (T)
right there are two papers.

37. PA : Two papers? (I: confirmation check)
38. PS : Tumpukan. (R/T: explanation)
39. PA : Tumpuk? (RR/I: echoing with rising

intonation/confirmation
check)

40. PS : Tumpuk. (R: repetition)

Here, “Two papers” served as a trigger. This pushed PA to con-
firm by saying “Two papers?” PA demanded PS to give a further
explanation, but PS just gave a short explanation (line 38). As a
result, it didn’t help PA, since she was echoing with a rising into-
nation “Tumpuk?” signaling her incomplete comprehension. This
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Extract D4: lines 40-42

40. PS : And then under the boy’s (T)
shoes, there are two books.

41. PA : Two books? (I: confirmation check)

42. PS : Hmm… (R: acknowledgement)

Similarly with Extract D1, in Extract D3, PS just responded
“Hmm” to PA’s indicator. PA’s incomplete comprehension didn’t
lead PS to modify her response.

Extract D5: lines 62-68

62. PS : She holds a drawing, (T)
drawing paper with drawing.

63. PA : Hehehe….Drawing paper? (I: confirmation check)

64. PS : Hee…with a drawing on it. (R: acknowledgement)
She wears t’shirt and pants. (T)

65. PA : T’shirt and pants? (I: confirmation check)
66. PS : Hmm… (R/T: acknowledgement)
67. PA : Long jeans? (RR/I: clarification

request)

In the conversation, PA’s signal of her incomplete comprehension
didn’t lead PS to modify her response. As seen in lines 64, 66, and
68, she only acknowledged and repeated PA’s previous utterance.

CONCLUSION

Negotiation of meaning does not directly lead to language
development, since some responses of the indicator problems are
only repetitions and acknowledgements. However, the use of di-
rect indicators such as explicit questions and clarification requests
cause the interlocutors to create urgency that can urge a learner to

time, PS just repeated her previous utterance “tumpuk” and ended
the negotiation to proceed to the next instruction.
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develop one’s second language ability.
This research also notes that by using communicative tasks

as a tool for interaction activities, the negotiation process can lead
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